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SOME RECENT APPLICATIONS OF THE SUCTION ANALOGY

TO VORTEX-LIFT ESTIMATES

By John E. Lamar
NASA Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

This paper reviews a recent extension of the suction analogy for the estimation of
vortex lift along the side edge of wings and develops the concept of an augmented vortex
lift to account for the effect of the leading-edge vortex passing downstream over an aft
part of the model. Applications of these extensions have resulted in an improved esti-
mating capability for a wide range of isolated sharp-edge planforms and also for multiple
lifting surfaces. Hence, the suction analogy concept can now have wider applicability at
both subsonic and supersonic speeds, especially in the preliminary design cycle.

INTRODUCTION

In the design and analysis of high-speed aircraft, a detailed knowledge of the effects
of flow separation is required, particularly with regard to critical wing loads and the sta-
bility and performance at various off-design conditions. Since attached-flow theories are
inadequate for these conditions, the designer currently must rely on extensive and costly
wind-tunnel tests which include detailed pressure distributions. In many cases, wind-
tunnel tests occur too late in the cycle to impact the important aero/structural design
trade-offs. One class of separation which is often encountered is leading- and side-edge
separation and the resulting vortex-lift phenomena which are important with regard to the
aero/structural trade-offs and also are being increasingly utilized to improve the maneu-
vering capability of fighters.

In reference 1, Polhamus introduced the concept of a suction analogy for estimation
of the lift which arises from separated flow around sharp-edge delta wings reattaching on
the upper surface (called vortex flows). The suction analogy states that the potential-
flow leading-edge suction force, which no longer acts in the chord plane when leading-
edge separation exists, is reoriented on the upper surface (rotated 90 0) by the vortex flow
action and thereby provides an additional normal force. Because of the change in direc-
tion of the suction force, the normal force is now the resultant aerodynamic force.

Figure 1 shows an example of a 75 0 swept sharp-edge delta wing at a low subsonic
Mach number taken from reference 2. The plot of lift as a function of angle of attack



shows the large vortex lift which is well estimated by the suction analogy method. Al so

shown is the variation of vortex drag with lift and the data are again well estimated by
the theory.

After the original application of the suction analogy to delta wings, it was applied
to other pointed wings at subsonic speeds (refs. 3 and 4) and to delta wings at supersonic
speeds (ref. 4).

This paper deals with recent applications of the suction analogy to more general-
ized configurations as shown in figure 2. As in the earlier application, the configurations
are limited to planforms with sharp edges. At subsonic speeds, applying the analogy to
the side edges of planforms leads to an estimate of the vortex lift associated with side-
edge vortex flows. Analysis of this estimate has led to the concept of an augmented vor-
tex lift. At supersonic speeds the effects of Mach number and high angle of attack are
discussed for delta wings, evidence of vortex lift along the side edge of a rectangular
wing is presented, and its magnitude determined. The vortex lift arising on multiple
lifting surfaces, such as complete aircraft configurations, can also be treated by the
suction analogy.

Subsonic solutions can be computed for potential-flow problems having matrix
sizes less than 200 x 200 with the CDC digital computer in about three minutes and
require a core of 530008. Supersonic solutions obtained with the supersonic linearized
theory can be written in closed form.

SYMBOLS

A	 aspect ratio

b	 wing span

C D	drag coefficient, Drag
q.Sref

C D.0	 experimental value of drag coefficient at CL = 0

C L	lift coefficient,	 Lift
q^Sref

AC L	CL increment associated with augmented vortex lift
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C m	pitching -moment coefficient about reference point which is located at cref
4

unless otherwise stated,
Pitching moment

gwSref cref

CN	normal -force coefficient, Normal force
q^Sref

OCp I u	 change in upper surface pressure coefficient from its value at a = 00,

Change in upper surface pressure

CS	leading -edge suction -force coefficient, Kv,le f,in2 a

C	 streamwise chord

c	 characteristic length used in determination of Kv se

cn	 section normal -force coefficient, Section normal force
qoc

C	 Section suction force
S section suction -force coefficient, 

q,,c

Us	 differential leading-edge suction force (fig. 5)

fs,se	 distributed side-edge suction force

f,_ 
2f s,se(Ax')

s, se bq^ a 2

Kp	potential-lift factor,
a (C N,p)

e(sin a cos a)

Kv le	 leading-edge-vortex-lift factor,

a 2 Leading-edge suction force from one edge
q.Sref

a sin2 a
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a (2 Side-edge suction force from one edge)

Kv	
q,,oSref

,se	 side-edge-vortex-lift factor, 
a sin2 a

Kv,sE	 augmented-vortex-lift factor, (b/22)) s
sec A Ce

1	 distance along leading edge from apex

M	 free-stream Mach number

q.0	free-stream dynamic pressure

S	 surface area

U	 free-stream velocity

u	 induced velocity in x-direction at point (x,y)

v	 induced velocity in y-direction at point (x,y)

Wnet	 sum of induced downwash and Ua at a = 1 rad

v'net	 average value of wnet

x,y,z	 distances from a coordinate origin located at leading-edge apex; x positive
downstream, y positive toward right wing tip, z positive up

x/ c	 fractional distance along streamwise chord

Ax	 distance along tip chord

Ox'	 = Ax/ct

C1	 angle of attack

al)	 departure angle of attack



i	 equivalent circulation associated with leading-edge auction

T	 average value of t

Y	 distributed bound vorticity at point (x,y)

b	 distributed trailing vorticity at point (x,y)

bt	tip rake angle, positive as trailing-edge tip moves inboard

P	 density of fluid

A	 leading-edge sweep angle, positive for sweepback

taper ratio, ct
Cr

µ	
= sin-1\M/

dihedral angle, positive for wing tip up

Subscripts:

av	 average

c	 centroid

i	 particular item of location

le	 leading edge

p	 potential or attached flow

r	 root

ref	 reference; for S, true wing area; for c, mean geometric chord

se	 side edge



t	 tip

tot	 total

We	 vortex effect at leading edge

vse	 vortex effect at side edge

w	 wing

SIDE-EDGE VORTEX LIFT

Concept

The suction analogy is not limited to vortex flows around the leading edge but can
be applied wherever singularities in the potential-flow induced velocities produce an
edge force. Figure 3 shows that this can occur along the side edges because of the sin-
gularities :n v. Hence, with vortex flows associated with separation around the side
edges, the forces no longer act in the wing plane but in the normal-force direction as in
leading-edge separation.

A mathematical procedure for computing this side force has been developed for
wings at subsonic speeds, initially, and is given in reference 5. The procedure emplovs
the modified Multhopp method of reference 6 to provide the information needed to begin
the side-force computation. In addition, three discrete-loading analyses employing t hc
vortex-lattice method (refs. 7, 8, and 9) have been made and are discussed in refererce
In reference 9, the vortex-lattice method is shown to yield results in close agreement
with those of reference 5; hence, the reference 9 method is utilized in this report for
some isolated planforms and all. subsonic configurations for which the reference 5
method is not appropriate. Initially, the effect of the side-edge vortex lift is combined
with the leading-edge and the potential-flow effects to yield estimates which are denoted
on some figures as those of the present method. (Subsequently, the present method
includea the augmented vortex lift as well.)

The following equations relate the potential- and vortex-lift factors to C I, , CD,

and Cm:

CLIP	 C L, vle	 C L,vse

C L = Kp sin o! cos 2 a + Kv le sing a cos a + Kv,se sin g a cos a	 (l



CL = Kp sin a cost (Y + Kv,tot sin g of cos a
	

(2)

C D = CD,o + C L tan a = C D10 + Kp sin g a cos a + Kv,tot sin3 a	 (3)

Cm,p	 Cm,vle	 Cm,vse

Cm = K sin a cos a XP + Kv le sin g a xle + Kv se sin g a x—^	 (4)p	 cref	 cref	 cref

where the particular x-terms equal xref - xc,i for i equal to p, le, and se. In this
paper, xref is the quarter -chord location of the mean geometric chord.

Application

Figure 4 presents a comparison of experimental and theoretical subsonic aerody-
namic characteristics of an A = 1 rectangular wing. Also shown are the potential- and
vortex -lift factors and lift increments determined in reference 5. The figure shows that
the present method estimates the CL experimental data of reference 5 better than the
other methods. (See ref. F for a discussion of the methods in refs. 10, 11, 12, and 13.)
This figure also shows that the Cm,le experimental data are better estimated by the
present method up to a z 16 0. For higher angles of attack, the data show a larger nose
down moment than the present estimate. This comparison indicates the magnitude of the
error introduced by the present method in assuming that the potential and vortex lilts, in
particular the leading-edge one, do not move with increasing a.

With the vortex lift from the side edge identified, its magnitude estimated, and go wl

agreement with experimental data shown, the vortex lifts on more generalized planforms
are now studied.

AUGMENTED VORTEX LIFT

Concept

The concept of augmented vortex lift arises from the well-established fact that for
many delta wings the leading-edge vortex generated on the wing persists for a consider-
able distance downstream and therefore can act on other surfaces, such as the aft part
of more generalized planforms or aircraft horizontal tails. This persistence is not
accounted for in the suction analogy because the analogy deals only with the edge forces
generated along a particular edge, such as leading-edge vortex lift resulting from the
leading-edge suction force. Figure 5 shows examples of two systems employed that

or

and



account for vortex lift on delta and cropped-delta wings. They are (1) a theoretical one
developed from a planar potential theory and utilizing the suction analogy and (2) a more
realistic (actual) one that is due to action of the leading-edge shed vortex. The following
important points are made from this figure: (1) the leading-edge suction distribution has
a peak value somewhere along the leading edge away from the extremes and goes to zero
at the tip because no edge forces are present beyond the point of maximum span; (2) for
the cropped-delta wing, the aft part of the wing can generate additional (augmented) vor-
tex lift because of the presence of the leading-edge vortex (as discussed in ref. 14); and
(3) the side-edge suction distribution generally peaks near the trailing edge and is dis-
cussed subsequently.

Estimating Procedure

In order to vstimate the augmented vortex lift, it is first necessary to quantify the
circulation of the ;Ted vortex along the wing leading edge. This can be done as indicated
by the lower sketch on figure 5. The Kutta-Joukowski Law has been employed to relate
the differential su-tion force along the leading edge to an unknown circulation r(l). By
a coordinate transformation, it can also be related to the leading-edge suction distribu-
tion along the span as

csc(y) = -2 sec A rwnet,le(y) (5)
a 2 	a2U2

Figure 6 shows an idealized distribution of the product r 
2 et

,le along with a
a U

2

fairly reasonable	
U

-v'net 'le (upwash) distribution for a cropped-delta wing. As a con-

sequence, r	 can be estimated as shown. Because the actual circulation does not <(()
a2U

to zero (hence the vortex persists downstream), the distribution of circulation cannot he

used. Instead, an average value is employed. With an average value used for r , it
c/2U

is consistent to utilize an average value for -w et,le as well. This result can be

expressed in terms of the leading -edge -vortex -lift factor by

^
'b/2 esc dy - Kv le	 FWnet le b
0	 a2	 2 Sref = -2 sec ,1 a2U2 2	 (r^

Hence,

r	 -Kv,leSref
2	 ne ,lea U 2b sec ,1 w U 



Employing this result in the Kutta-Joukowski Law, this time along the side edge,
permits the estimation of the augmented vortex lift. The details are

Augmented vortex lift along one edge	 r
2	 = -Pwnet,se 2 c

a 2

where the 
-w et,se distribution and its average are again reasonably depicted at the

bottom right of figure 6 and c is a characteristic streamwise length. By inspection of
figure 6

'net, se .1 'net, Ze
U	 U

Then defining the left aide of equation (8) as

Kv,se 
q., Sref = q. Kv,le Srefc

2	 b sec A

or

Kv, le
Kv,se =

	

	 c(b/2) sec A 

(9)

K  2 
q ^ Sref leads to

2 

(10)

(11)

The term in brackets results from the use of average values and amounts to assuming
that the leading-edge-vortex-lift factor is developed at a constant rate along the leading-
edge length (b/2) sec A. For r.ropped-delta wings the value of c is taken to be the
length of the tip chord.

Applications

Cropped-delta wings.- Figure 7 presents an application of the augmented vortex lift
to a cropped-delta wing of A = 45 0 and k = 0.5. The value of Kv,se is about two-
thirds of the other vortex-lift factors, and its inclusion leads to improved agreement with
both the CL and the Cm experimental data. (For Cm estimates the augmented
vortex lift is applied at the centroid of the side-edge suction distribution for cropped-
delta wings and at the centroid of additional area behind or ahead of the delta part for
pointed wings.)

At this taper ratio (X = 0.5), CL is reasonably well predicted over the range of a

from 00 to 20 0. Above a = 200 the data fall below the theory curve. The angle of
attack at which this occurs is called the departure angle aD herein, and it is graphed
as a function of aspect ratio for this wing and other cropped-delta wings in this same
series which have a leading-edge sweep of 450. The others have taper ratios of 0.4,
0.3 9 0.2 9 0.1, and 0. For comparison, the departure angles of sharp-edge delta wings are



also graphed (from ref. 2), and the addition of area behind the moderately swept delta

(A = 450) increa_ _s the departure angle, just as increasing the sweep oil delta wint!

does. The explanation of the varl;.tion ofa D with A is h•.ncthesized to be related

to at least the leading-edge suction distribution and possibly to the side-edge suction

distribution.

In order to determine the relationships, the cropped-delta leading-edge and side

edge suction distributions are presented in figures 8 and 9, respectively. For comp;,.!;,
son, the leading-edge suction distributions for three delta wings are also presented in
figure 8 (the upper two from ref. 15). For both sets the peak values of leading edge : 11(
tion distribution become larger and occur at a more outboard location with decreasin,;
A. Hence, it can be stated that as the leading-edge suction distribution becomes more
triangular, the angle of attack for departure increases.

Figure 9 shows that the side-edge suction distribution increases for increasing
taper ratio and does not tend to zero at the trailing edge. The increase could be
expressed in terms of an increase in circulation along the side edge by an analogous
approach to that employed previously and would translate into a stronger "tip vortex."
This increase could also be thought of as providing a favorable pressure gradient for
the leading-edge vortex acting near the tip, so that a vortex flow would be pi-011c•ed
there where an unortianized flow had existed previously. The reason that the side-ed-c•
suction does not go to zero at the trailing edge is that this suction force can he sustained
along the edge of the trailing planar vortex sheet (ref. 16), unlike the spanwise extensio,
of the leading-edge suction as discussed previously.

Generalized planforms. - Figures 10 and 11 present additional exampV. )1 i he

augmented-vortex-lift concept for wings with pointed and streamwise tips, r  sl^ect vt 1%,

(Some data of fig. 10 were taken from ref. 17.) The value of c used in tht 

of Kv,se was determined empirically to be the streamwise distance from the t r,t i l i n,

edge of the root chord to the leading edge of the wing tip. (Positive c valu:CIs 	 f( ^,.

wings such as the diamond type.) This definition of c enablo5 one definition i( I)- ;is,i

for all wings, including the cropped ones. It should be noted that of the eight exxiiplos

shown in these two figures, c is positive for all but two. The negative value~ +.^

thought of as due to the lacK of complete flow reattachment on the more arrowlik^^ tk-mcs.

From the examples presented, it can be seen that addition of the au{oriented v )rie\
lift improves the agreement of the theory with the data at least slightly and more

significantly.

OTHER APPLICATIONS

Figure 12 shows two attempts to improve the vortex lift on pointed winos	 l+",r

sweep by altering the planform along the leading edge. In each instance it was



that by doing so the moderate-sweep leading-edge vortex system could be strengthened
and thereby provide additional lift to higher values of a. The first attempt (top right)
involved serrating the leading edges, but this resulted in two vortexes of opposite circu-
lation being shed at each concave juncture. From the figure, it can be seen that this
attempt was not successful.

The second attempt (bottom right) was to cause all of the shed vortexes along a
leading edge to be shed in the same direction in order to eliminate the previous difficulty.
However, comparison with the results for the basic delta wing (bottom left) shows that
this attempt offered no significant improvement and hence can also be classified as

unsuccessful.

Figure 13 presents the experimental and theoretical C L values for a cropped-

delta wing with varying tip rake angles bt. They are compared at two angles of attack
and, in general, for -ach a the data fall between the two theory curves. The curve
labeled "both side edges" is shown for reference and is simply the bt - 0 result
extended over the 6 t r nge. The other curve labeled "one side edge" is the as_ynimetri-
cal wing solution s wa:; •.nly one side edge contributing to vortex lift. For each curve the
contributions of potential lift and leading-edge, side-edge, and augmented vortex lift are
summed. The conclusions from th , s figure are that: (1) Lhe data are reasonably well
estimated; and (2) rake angles bt ' 13 0 are necessary for the data to no longer exhibit
an effective "side edge."

SUPERSONIC REr?ULTS

Delta WingE

The suction analogy has been applied to delta wings at superscric speeds in refer
ence 4; however, some more recent applications, such as the ones 4 .1 reference 19, raise
points which require attention. Figi.- e 14 from reference 20 helps to illustrate the points.
Like the A = 1 sharp-edge delta wing of reference 4, the A = 1.1 sharp-ed-ee delta
wing in this figure shows a similar redvction in the vortex lift available with increasin:;
M. This is because the upwash field betwer • the Mach cone and the wing leadin, e --c
becomes more restricted with the increase in M, thereby leading to a reduction in
Kv le• In addition, the angle of attack for departure decreases with increasin;-, %I

because the upwa-h field is further reduced by the model being located offc(,rater with
respect to the Mach cone axis. Therefore, the vortex lift realizable actually decrwises
with a. But in order to estimate the Kv , le variation with (V, better supersonic
potential-flow solutions are ;seeded.

1 TItese solutions were obtained by James M. Luckring of Langley Research Center
with a recently developed asymmetric version of the computer program described in
reference 18.



Rectangular Wing

Figure 15 presE-, _ts evidence that side-edge vortex lift is present for rectangular
wings at supersonic speeds. (The experimental data shown were taken from ref. 21.)
At the left of the figure is the change in upper surface pressure with a for two loca-
tions, one outside and one inside the tip Mach cone. The values of ACp , u outside the
tip cone are well estimated by the potential theory of reference 22, whereas those inside
and near the tip trailing edge are underestimated over a wide range of a. At subsonic
speeds, this type of nonlinear ACp ,u growth with a for a sharp-edge wing would be
attributed to vortex "low being present.

The middle graph shows a comparison similar to the left graph except that the dif-
fPrence in cn at the outboard station is not as extreme as for ACp ,u. This more
linear behavior is attributed to (1) values of ACp Iu measured ahead of the illustrated
location demonstrating a smaller amount of nonlinear variation with ce and (2) the mod-
ifying effect of the lower surface pressure in the computation of cn. The difference in
cn between the potential theory estimate and the data is, therefore, attributed to vortex
lift which comes from the side edges located within the tip cones.

Hence, calculation of the attacked-flow side force and use of the suction analogy
provide a means of estimating this vortex-lift effect. The linearized supersonic
potential-flow solutions of reference 23 have been employed to develop the supersonic
Kl, ,Se solutions presented in reference 14. These solutions are. used herein. The
graph at the right shows that: (1) vortex normal force is present in the data; and (2) tho
data are well estimated by the combination of potential and vortex normal force.

Variation of Kv,se

Figure 16 shows for two planforms the variation of Kv, se with M obtained by
rising the method of reference 5 at M ` 1 and the results of reference 14 at M > 1.
Also, selected side-edge suction distributions for each planform are shown. The KvISU

values increase yr h M in the subsonic regime and decrease in the supersonic. The
beginning of the supersonic results are set by the Mach number for which the tip cones
dust intersect along the trailing edge. The short dashed lines used to connect the sub-.
sonic and supersonic results are assumed variations. The reasons for the behavior of

Kv se with Al are contained in the side-edge suction distributions and are now
discussed.

For the rectangular wing, increasing the substnic M is equivalent to decreasing,
A which in reference 5 was shown to lead to a rectangular ization of the distribution and
an increase in Kv,se• However, at supersonic M the side-edge suction distribution
again goes to zero at the ' ) leading edge but now varies linearly over the side edge
because of the conical flow nature of the solution. The falloff of K v,S e with increasing



supersonic M is the result of two conflicting effects. The first is the reduction in size
of the tip Mach cone and the magnitude of the upwash within it, and the second is the
increase in sidewash dae to the limits of the Mach forecone which eliminate the reducing
effects of the other wing panel. The tip cone reduction appears to be the stronger effect.

For the cropped-delta wing, reference 14 illustrates the Kv,se reduction which
occurs with increasing subsonic M. In figure 16 the distributions are seen to peak at
higher values with increasing M. At supersonic M and with a subsonic leading edge,
there is an increase in the initial sidewash over the side edge due to the restrictive
limits of the Mach forecone at the leading edge of the tip. This is due to the conical-
flow assumption which results in the distribution being linear aft this point. With
increasing supersonic M the size of the tip Mach cone and the magnitude of the upwash
within it also decrease, leading to a reduction in Kv se,

Application

Figure 17 presents a comparison of the aerodynamic characteristics obtained on a
cropped-delta wing-body ,, odel tested at M = 1.2 (ref. 24) with the results of the pres-
ent method for the wing a' -,ne at the same Mach number. The comparison shows that
inclusion of the leading-edge-, side-edge-, and augmented-vortex-lift effects leads to
improved agreement. The pitching-moment contributions are obtained by having the
vortex lifts act at their respective centroids, and by performing the analytic surface
integration, both inside and outside of the tip cone, of the product of the potential-flow
lifting pressure (given in ref. 23) and its chordwise position. (See ref. 25.) The poten-
tial theory drag curve contains C D, o and is presented for full leading-edge suction and
wit; no separation around the side edges. The other theoretical drag curve also includes
CD,o.

MULTIPLE LIFTING SURFACES

Vortex-lift estimates have been made up to now for isolated wings, but in this sec-
tion, multiple lifting surfaces are treated. Examples of these surfaces are wing-tail or
wing-canard configurations; however, configurations such as a wing-body can also be
considered multiple lifting surfaces when the body is taken to be a lifting one and is rep-
resented by a flat surface.

Figure 18 presents applications of the suction analogy to configurations. On the
left are the lift results for a slender wiog ',cdy, and the data (taken from ref. 26) are well
estimated by the combination of potential 	 vortex lifts. On the right of the figure are
the wing lift results for a nonslender configui ation, At the top the wing is in the presence
of a forebody and at the bottom it is in the presence of a high canard (z/cref = 0.185).
The top part shows a .; L variation typical of wings with moderate sweep because they



are known to have low angles of attack for departure and vortex breakdown (ref. 2).
However, in the presence of the high canard, a favorable interference results, and even
with the reduction in CLIP on the wing, due to canard downwash, the predicted amount
of vortex lift is developed on the wing. The data (taken from ref. 27) are well predicted
over the range of a and reach .higher CL values than those for tho wing in the pres-
ence of the forebody.

Figure 19 presents the effect on the wing lift characteristics of changing the
canard position. From the figure it can be seen that both the high canard with anhedral
(0 _ -18.6 0) and the coplanar canard have a favorable interference effect on the wing. Iii
neither case has the augmented vortex lift due to the leading-edge vortex of the canard
been taken into account. This omission is proper for the canard in the anhedral position
but questionable in the coplanar arrangement. This vortex lift was omitted because an
appropriate c has yet to be determined.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has presented some recent extensions of the suction analogy for the
estimation of vortex lift from the side edges and from the downstream effects of the
leading-edge shed vortex. Applications of these extensions have resulted in an improved
estimating capability for a wide range of isolated sharp-edge planforms and also for
multiple lifting surfaces. Hence, the suction analogy concept can now have wider appli -
cability at both subsonic and supersonic speeds, especially in the preliminary design
cycle.

The following are areas in which additional research is needed:

(1) An improved supersonic potential-flow program that properly accounts for the
changing proximity of the model and its Mach cone with angle of attack

(2) Development cf a method for predicting the 'location and strength of the vortex
flow originating on rounded-edge wings and the enlargements of the influenced
region with angle of attack

(3) Surface pressure distributions for wings which have vortex flows originating
along the leading and side edges for use in critical design analyses
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